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Finding Christmas
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Halloween

Boo!
$7.99 PB • 978-0-439-96126-4
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So Much Snow!
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Sounds Like Christmas

By Robert Munsch
Illustrated by Michael Martchenko

A very Munsch Christmas!

Grandma is baking Christmas cookies, so she asks Lincoln and Georgia to decorate the tree. And what a tree it becomes! In addition to the lights, garlands and balls the kids compete to add some very special and extremely noisy ornaments, including a talking doll, a chirping bird, the neighbour’s dog and more. What will their grandparents — and Santa — think?

The grandma in this story is Robert Munsch’s long-time assistant Sharon and the kids are her grandchildren, Georgia and Lincoln. Both Sharon and the Munsch family have Yorkshire terriers, just like the dog in this book!

ROBERT MUNSCH is Canada’s best loved and bestselling author of children’s books, including Smelly Socks, Blackflies, Braids! and So Much Snow! He is a hero to generations of young Canadians, a member of the Order of Canada, and has a star on Canada’s Walk of Fame. Robert Munsch lives in Guelph, Ontario. Visit him online at www.robertmunsch.com.

MICHAEL MARTCHENKO is the second half of Canada’s bestselling picture book team. His illustrations are the perfect complement to Robert Munsch’s storytelling and are instantly recognizable to kids and parents. Michael lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Brady Brady and the B Team

By Mary Shaw
Illustrated by Chuck Temple

Chester keeps missing practices and games. Is he still committed to the Icehogs?

The Icehogs’ first practice doesn’t go very well. Chester is a no-show to mind the net and in turn, Tes, Kev and Caroline discover that being a goalie isn’t easy. Things go from bad to worse when Chester doesn’t show up for the first game either and the Icehogs have to forfeit. There is even talk of Chester playing for another team!

When Brady discovers the real reason for Chester’s spotty attendance, the Icehogs rally around their goalie and cheer him on as he competes — at the Spelling Bee finals.

Brady’s teammate Kev might not score many goals, but his bubbly personality makes him a favourite. When Kev gets an offer to join another team he must decide what really matters to him. Being the centre of attention? Or being a team player?

ALSO AVAILABLE

Brady Brady and the B Team
In-store: September 3, 2019
$6.99 Paperback
Ages: 4 to 8

Brady Brady and the MVP
In-store: September 3, 2019
$6.99 Paperback
Ages: 4 to 8

Brady Brady and the Cleanup Hitters
$6.99 PB • 978-1-4431-7521-0

Brady Brady and the Great Rink
$6.99 PB • 978-1-4431-6363-7

Brady Brady and the Runaway Goalie
$6.99 PB • 978-1-4431-6365-1

Brady Brady and the Great Exchange
$6.99 PB • 978-1-4431-6367-5

Brady Brady and the Puck on the Pond
$6.99 PB • 978-1-4431-6369-9

Brady Brady and the B Team

In-store: September 3, 2019
$6.99 Paperback
Ages: 4 to 8
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Social Themes / Friendship
Full-colour illustrations
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Trim Size: 8” x 8”
EAN: 9-781443-17531-9
Ctn Qty: 160
Rights: Scholastic Canada Ltd.
△ Non-Strippable
Brady Brady:
Teammate Turnaround

By Mary Shaw
Illustrated by Chuck Temple

Brady Brady is back, in an all-new story of friendship and hockey action!

It’s sort-out time! Brady and his best buddy Chester could not be more excited. But the sort-outs end in disaster. For the first time ever, Chester gets put on a different team and not on the Icehogs with Brady and all their friends. Devastated, Chester decides to quit, dumping his goalie gear outside the arena.

Can Brady convince Chester to keep playing the game he loves, even if it’s on another team?

MARY SHAW knows a thing or two about sports — her husband is former professional hockey player, now turned coach, Brad Shaw. Mary and her family have lived in Waterloo, Italy, Hartford, Ottawa, Detroit, Cincinnati, Tampa and St. Louis. They now call Kanata, Ontario home.

CHUCK TEMPLE is the illustrator of the bestselling Brady Brady series, who also enjoys coaching and playing hockey. He lives in Kitchener, Ontario.
When I was small, I would look up at the stars and wonder who else was staring at the sky at that very moment. I have been lucky to travel to many places in the world and it has taught me that no matter where we live or how different we seem, we are the same in the most important ways. We are a family and Earth is our precious home.

— ANDREA LYNN BECK
Goodnight, World

By Andrea Lynn Beck

Say goodnight to children all over the world in this companion to Goodnight, Canada!

It is bedtime here, in my home on the sea.
We’re snug in our bunks, my brother and me.
I’m thinking of you, wherever you are.
If we look up, will we see the same star?

Andrea Lynn Beck’s bestselling picture books Goodnight, Canada; Good Morning, Canada and Thank You, Canada struck a chord with Canadians from coast to coast.

In this cozy companion book, children will explore connections and develop global awareness, as each intricate spread sets the scene at bedtime around the world. Goodnight, World is both a celebration of differences and a gentle reminder that we all share the same big sky.

Many of the spreads are inspired by Andrea Lynn Beck’s own travels, and in a special information section at the back of the book, she provides more details on the different kinds of homes featured in the story.

ANDREA LYNN BECK has published eighteen picture books, including the bestselling Goodnight, Canada; Good Morning, Canada and Thank You, Canada. She is the creator of the Elliot Moose series and the Pierre le Poof series. Andrea was shortlisted for an Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon Award for Illustration in 2010 for Pierre le Poof, and in 2013 for Goodnight, Canada. Visit her online at www.andreabeck.com.
Kevin the Unicorn:
It’s Not All Rainbows

By Jessika von Innerebner

Even unicorns can have a bad day!

Everyone knows unicorns are PERFECT. They are glamorous, glittery, happy creatures that bring sparkle to the world. But Kevin’s day is just not going well. He wakes up not only on the wrong side of the bed — but on the floor! Even his Super-Perfect-Hair-Day Spray can’t tame his mane. What’s a unicorn to do?

Kevin does his best to keep it positive, like a good unicorn should. But after a clam juice incident sparks disaster, Kevin can no longer bottle up his real feelings and (happily) discovers he is not alone. It turns out that unicorns have bad days too — and that’s perfectly okay!

This delightful picture book by Jessika von Innerebner simply sparkles with humour, and also serves as a reassuring reminder that everyone has bad days. Even unicorns.

It’s Not All Rainbows is JESSIKA VON INNEREBNER’s first book as author and illustrator. She is the illustrator of several chapter book series including Miranda and Maude, Escapades of Clint McCool and Ellie Ultra, and she has illustrated picture books such as Grow Up, Ant-Man! and the customizable picture book Your Secret Code. A self-taught artist who landed her first illustration job at 17, Jess has been colouring her way through studios like Disney and Atomic Cartoons ever since. She and her partner live in Kelowna, British Columbia. Visit her online at www.jessvoni.com.
Pig was a Pug and I’m sorry to say, when he went on vacation he’d cause great dismay.

You could make careful plans to ensure happy travel. But Pig would destroy them. He’d make them...

Even in places of wild celebration, he’d somehow create absolute devastation.

And if he could shatter some ancient taboo— he wouldn’t think twice, that appalling yahoo.

INTERNATIONAL PASSPORT

NAME: PIG

BREED: Dachshund Pug

PASSPORT NUMBER: PA82174

SIGNATURE: PIG
Pig the Tourist

By Aaron Blabey

You can’t take this pug anywhere!

Pig was a Pug
and I’m sorry to say,
when he went on vacation
he’d cause great dismay.

When Pig, the world’s most selfish pug, goes on holiday, he causes chaos wherever he goes. The Sphinx loses more than just a nose, the Queen’s corgis are in an uproar, and the Leaning Tower of Pisa is doomed. But every party must come to an end. And it does — a sore one for Pig, when he finally learns that if you disrespect the locals, they might just bite back.

Another laugh-out-loud book from bestselling author Aaron Blabey.

PRAISE FOR PIG THE PUG:

“Blabey’s jaunty rhymes will make for some fun read-alouds.” (Pig the Pug)
— Publishers Weekly

“The important lesson of playing fair and winning (and losing) gracefully is one that everyone should learn, and who better than Pig to teach it?” (Pig the Winner)
— School Library Journal

“Clever rhymes and engaging illustrations combine to make this a fun way to convey the message that greed is bad. Highly recommended.” (Pig the Elf)
— School Library Journal

AARON BLABEY has written many well-loved, bestselling books for children, including the picture books Thelma the Unicorn, I Need a Hug, Don’t Call Me Bear!, Piranhas Don’t Eat Bananas, the Pig the Pug series and the bestselling chapter book series The Bad Guys, whose movie adaptation is in development with Dreamworks. He lives with his family in Australia. Visit Aaron online at www.aaronblabeybooks.com.

MARKETING

• National review mailing
• Online promotion
• Co-op available
• Aaron Blabey display

Also available in French:
Carlos le touriste
$10.99 PBK • 978-1-4431-7569-2

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Pig the Stinker
$14.99 POB • 978-1-4431-7033-8
Pig the Pug
$14.99 POB • 978-1-4431-3924-3
$9.99 BB • 978-1-4431-5737-7
Pig the Fibber
$14.99 POB • 978-1-4431-4807-8
Pig the Winner
$14.99 POB • 978-1-4431-4891-7
Pig the Elf
$14.99 POB • 978-1-4431-5750-6
Pig the Star
$16.99 POB • 978-1-4431-6337-8
Thelma the Unicorn
$14.99 POB • 978-1-4431-4810-8
I Need a Hug
$14.99 POB • 978-1-4431-4889-4
Don’t Call Me Bear!
$16.99 POB • 978-1-4431-6395-8
Piranhas Don’t Eat Bananas
$16.99 POB • 978-1-4431-7036-9
PPL: I’ve always admired your remarkable bear images, but when you showed me the grizzly family sequence, I knew you had captured an incredible story. What made this shoot so special?

BH: This series of photos was taken during a trip in Alaska’s Katmai National Park, which has a large grizzly population. I had heard that a mother and four cubs had been seen in the area, but I knew how unlikely it was that we would find them. There were no signs for the first four days, but on the fifth evening, they passed by on the beach. I managed to get a photo of them all in a line and would have felt fortunate if this were all I had got. I couldn’t believe it when the next day they appeared at a part of the river I like to photograph from! No one else goes to that spot because you have to hike through bear-infested woods to get there. The mom would leave her cubs to go in the river, returning with a fish. For two days, I got to photograph this family at close range, from across the river, and it was amazing. I didn’t think I’d have the opportunity to photograph a family of four cubs in my lifetime. Finding them and then having two days with these cubs was more than I could have asked for!
Keep Up, Katmai

By Pili Palm-Leis
Photography by Barrett Hedges

A once-in-a-lifetime photo shoot becomes a stunning picture book!

Keep Up, Katmai is a remarkable view into an inquisitive real grizzly cub’s day, with stunning photographs shot by renowned wildlife photographer Barrett Hedges.

In this unique format, photographs give an up-close view into a very important event in a grizzly cub’s life — when she learns to fish for salmon with her brothers and sister. Young readers will cheer for Katmai, the smallest of the cubs, as we follow her day. The incredible collection of photos shows how wild bears eat, learn and play, as their mother protects and feeds them. The result? A beautiful introduction to this incredible, at-risk species, and a wonderful story celebrating the love between parents and their children.

**Bonus**

Back of book material includes a fascinating interview with the author and photographer, where readers will learn more about this exciting photo shoot, and the special talent and knowledge it takes to capture these magnificent creatures in their natural habitat.

PILI PALM-LEIS is an artist, teacher, photographer and nature lover who lives with her husband in Brighton, Ontario. Pili’s images have appeared internationally in magazines and calendars. Keep Up, Katmai is her first children’s book.

BARRETT HEDGES is an award-winning National Geographic wildlife photographer from Tennessee. Since graduating with his B.F.A. in Photography in 2008, Barrett has dedicated himself to traversing the continent, living out of his car, in pursuit of wildlife images both stunning and rare. Barrett’s photographs have been featured in numerous galleries across North America. Visit him online at www.bearheadphoto.com.
Alfie, No!

By Frieda Wishinsky
Illustrated by Emma Pedersen

Alfie can’t stay out of messy trouble!

Alfie tries to stay clean but he is forever making a mess! But wait a second . . . who is Alfie?

In this sweet, humorous story, award-winning author Frieda Wishinsky celebrates the value of harmless mischief, the joys of getting dirty, and the bond between a boy and his dog. Kids will delight in a fun twist that makes it clear just who is making the mess!

Highlighting the value of friendship, imagination and outdoor play, this fun tale will ring true to the young and the young at heart.

FRIEDA WISHINKSY has written over seventy books for children, including Oonga Boonga; You’re Mean, Lily Jean; the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award winner Please, Louise; the middle-grade series Survival, and the non-fiction books Explorers Who Made It . . . or died trying; Everything but the Kitchen Sink; and Colossal Canada. Frieda lives in Toronto, Ontario with her husband.

Visit her online at www.friedawishinsky.com.

EMMA PEDERSEN is an artist who specializes in children’s illustration. She has a B.F.A. from the Ontario College of Art and Design in drawing and painting, and a degree in illustration from Sheridan College. Alfie, No! is her first picture book with Scholastic Canada. Emma lives in Toronto, Ontario, with her husband and their beloved, and smelly little dog. Visit her online at www.epillustration.com.
Two Tough Trucks
By Corey Rosen Schwartz and Rebecca J. Gomez
Illustrated by Hilary Leung
Do you have what it takes to be a tough truck?

Two trucks off to school for their first day of class. 
One riding the brakes. One hitting the gas.

Mack and Rig couldn’t be more different. 
One loves the fast lane. The other, the off-ramp.

But when they’re forced to pair up on their first day of school, can Mack and Rig figure out a way to get along and learn what it really means to be a tough truck?

Get ready to vroom and zoom your way to fun and friendship with these two lovable and tough trucks!

COREY ROSEN SCHWARTZ is the author of many rhyming picture books for children, including The Three Ninja Pigs, Ninja Red Riding Hood, and Hensel and Gretel: Ninja Chicks, all illustrated by Dan Santat. She lives in Warren, New Jersey, with her two kiddies and her incredibly patient husband. Visit her online at www.coreyroenschwartz.com.

REBECCA J. GOMEZ has been writing stories and poems for kids since she was five years old. She also loves to hike, draw, and play games with her husband and their three children. She co-authored What About Moose? and Hensel and Gretel: Ninja Chicks with Corey Rosen Schwartz. She lives in Nebraska. Visit her online at www.rebeccajgomez.com.

HILARY LEUNG is a writer, designer, illustrator, ultimate Frisbee player and dad. He is the co-creator of the Ninja Cowboy Bear books with David Bruins, the author of Stego-cumulus, illustrated by Niall Eccles, and the creator of a series of early concept board books that includes Will Bear Share? and Will Ladybug Hug? Hilary lives in Toronto, Ontario with his family. Visit him online at www.hilaryleung.com.

Two Tough Trucks
In-store: September 17, 2019
$22.99 Hardcover Jacketed
Ages: 3 to 5
EBK: 978-1-338-49844-8

Picture Book
(F) Transportation / Cars & Trucks
Full-colour illustrations
Pages: 40SE
Trim Size: 9 1/2’’ x 9 7/8’’
EAN: 9-781338-23654-5
Ctn Qty: 20
Rights: Scholastic Inc
△ Non-Stripicable

MARKETING
• Mommy blogger outreach
• Online promotion
• Back to school promotion
• Select illustrator appearances

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Will Giraffe Laugh? $10.99 BB • 978-1-338-21561-8
Will Ladybug Hug? $10.99 BB • 978-1-338-21560-1
Will Sheep Sleep? $10.99 BB • 978-1-338-21562-5
Stego-cumulus $16.99 POB • 978-1-4431-5753-7
She was small when she heard about them.

The incredible invention machine...
The Incredible Freedom Machines

By Kirli Saunders
Illustrated by Matt Ottley

A poetic celebration of the power of books!

In this beautiful and thought-provoking story, a young girl dreams of having her very own incredible freedom machine — a machine that will allow her to break boundaries, explore the world and learn about herself. It seems, however, the machines are not so easy to come by. Will she have the perseverance to find a freedom machine that is just right for her?

Intricate and striking images by award-winning illustrator Matt Ottley, combined with reflective and thoughtful words from first-time author Kirli Saunders, create a beautiful celebration of the power of books — the ultimate freedom machines that fuel the imagination and break down all barriers.

KIRLI SAUNDERS is a proud Gunai woman with ties to the Yuin, Gundungurra, Gadigal and Biripi people of Australia. She is the Manager of Poetic Learning and an Aboriginal Cultural Liaison at Red Room Poetry in Sydney, Australia. The Incredible Freedom Machines is her first book for children. Visit her online at www.kirlisanders.wordpress.com.

MATT OTTLEY is a multi-award-winning picture book creator and musician. He was born in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea, and now resides in a little cottage on a rainforest covered mountain in New South Wales, Australia. Visit him online at www.mattottley.com.
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Moose

By Chrissy Bozik
Illustrated by Scot Ritchie

A quintessentially Canadian take on the old lady who swallows everything!

There was an old lady who swallowed a moose.
What’s the use in swallowing a moose?
It won’t come loose!

So she swallows a lake to wash out the moose, then some sticks to dam the lake, then a beaver and so on and so on . . . Before you know it, she’s swallowed a mosquito that tickles and itches and makes the old lady squirm, wiggle and twitch until . . . she sneezes out a great Canadian campsite!

Young readers will enjoy the fun and zany progression of the old lady’s antics. The unconventional humour with a true north setting will make this a book kids will want to sing over and over.

CHRISY BOZIK is from Dorchester, Ontario. She is a teacher and the author of The Ghosts Go Spooking and If You’re Thankful and You Know It.

SCOT RITCHIE is an award-winning illustrator and author who has worked with the National Film Board of Canada and has had his illustrations exhibited at the National Gallery. He has illustrated over 50 books, some of which he also wrote. When he’s not travelling, Scot lives in Vancouver, British Columbia. Visit him online at www.scotritchie.com.
This Is the Rink Where Jack Plays

By Stella Partheniou Grasso
Illustrated by Chris Jones

A sporty take on This Is the House that Jack Built!

This is the rink where Jack plays.
This is the ice so white and slick,
Where players practise skating tricks,
Down at the rink where Jack plays.

Incorporating lively hockey action, sports values and team play in gentle, rhythmic text, this book is a perfect read aloud for hockey fans, both young and old.

PRAISE FOR TAKE ME OUT TO THE ICE RINK:

“While the gimmick of new words in a familiar tune may be what initially piques readers’ interest, it’s the unique lyrics, energetic flow, and friendly message which ultimately make this simple story of neighbourhood friends playing a fun game of hockey stand on its own.”

— CM: Canadian Review of Materials


CHRIS JONES has worked as both a graphic designer and an illustrator. He has illustrated Take Me Out to the Ice Rink as well as many other books, graphic novels, magazines and educational materials. Chris is a member and volunteer with the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. He lives in Toronto, Ontario. Visit him at www.mrjonesey.com.
Sleep Tight, Little Knight

By Gilles Tibo
Illustrated by Geneviève Després

Even knights need to get a good night’s rest!

As our favourite Little Knight gets ready for bed, something magical happens — a star falls out of the sky and onto his bed. What to do with it? When he tucks it under his pillow the pointy ends prick him. When he tucks it under his blankets — ouch! — it still pricks him.

Whatever should he do?

In this trial-and-error bedtime story, young readers will laugh along as the Little Knight does everything he can to get a good knight’s sleep.

GILLES TIBO has written and illustrated more than a hundred children’s books. His Nicholas series with Bruno St-Aubin has been highly successful in both French and English. Gilles is a two-time winner of the Governor General’s Award and the Mr. Christie’s Book Award, and a two-time nominee for the Hans Christian Andersen Prize. He lives in Montreal, Quebec.

GENEVIEVÉ DESPRÈS is a four-time Applied Arts Illustration Award winner. She has illustrated many French picture books, as well as the English books The Highest Number in the World and Best Friend Trouble. Her books have received many honours, including the Québec Wallonie Bruxelles children’s book award, as well as nominations for the Ontario Library Association’s Blue Spruce Award and Le Prix Tamarac. Geneviève lives in Saint-Lambert, on the south shore of Montreal. Visit her online at www.genevievedespres.ca.
I Am a Hockey Player

By Annie Auerbach
Illustrated by Laura Rigo

Introduce the very youngest players to hockey in this shaped board book!

This sturdy hockey player-shaped board book introduces the very youngest fans to the best game you can name.

A young hockey player gets ready, warms up and helps the team play a great game. Readers will cheer along with the fans when our player scores the big goal!

Bright artwork and clear text will help young hockey enthusiasts see what it’s like to get ready, practise and play, and get them excited for their own first game.

ANNIE AUERBACH is a New York Times bestselling author, with over 250 children’s books to her name. She lives with her husband and son near Portland, Oregon. Visit her online at www.annieauerbach.com.

LAURA RIGO’s work has graced children’s books for publishers all over the world, as well for toys and games for Mattel and Fischer Price. She lives in Milan, Italy.
Chapter 4: Bored Much?
The doctor sighs. “Last question, Archie: Any new gifts to tell me about?”

“Like, can I fly or shoot lasers from my eyes? Or tell what someone else is thinking? Wait! I’m getting a signal . . .” Archie puts his finger to his forehead and closes his eyes. “Wow. I do have a gift, doc. I know what you’re thinking right now. It’s, Geez that Archie O’Kaye is a dork. I never want to see him again!”

Dr. Fassbinder almost smiles. “Are you sure you don’t have telepathic powers?” He makes a quick note on the file: A. O’Kaye. No talent. Self-absorbed. Unformed personality — like a baby. Most unlikeable child I ever met. Do not schedule for next year. Never wish to see him again."

“Well, I guess we are done here,” says Dr. Fassbinder.

“I don’t—” He breaks off when Archie screams. Archie stands on his chair, pointing down at the floor. “Mice!” he shrieks.

The mice wear lab coats. Two carry clipboards. The doctor chuckles. “These are my assistants. They were exposed to reidium. Look what it’s done to them. I’ve been interested in you, Gary, Daisy and Jessica ever since your reidium exposure at birth. But in your case, Archie, I just can’t locate any kind of super—”

He stops and stares as Archie climbs down from his chair. The boy’s hair is neater. Somehow, his shirt is tucked in. His smile is as white and magnetic as the North Pole.

“Hi . . . I mean, Hello . . . How are you? All of you?” Archie says to the mice.

There is a collective high-pitched gasp. Dr. Fassbinder rises to his feet. “You,” he begins . . .
The Almost Epic Squad: Irresistible

By Richard Scrimger
Illustrated by Britt Wilson

Meet the next member of the Almost Epic Squad!

If you could have any superpower, what would you choose?

What about becoming mesmerizingly persuasive in the blink of an eye?

But what if you’re the only one unaware of your charms?

Archie O’Kaye mostly rubs people the wrong way. And he doesn’t really care. But when he becomes utterly charming right before everyone’s eyes at his thirteenth birthday party, his family and friends (there are only two, well one, really . . .) begin to suspect that something is up.

Meanwhile, it turns out there are forces both good and evil who have had their eyes on Archie and three other “special” kids since their exposure at birth to a mysterious element called reidium. When the evil Boss and her number two, Clementine Clutterbucket, get wind of Archie’s charm, they quickly set to scheming about how to use it in their bid for world domination.

Readers will be riveted to this high-adventure, howlingly funny story that never misses a beat. This is the fourth release in a four-book series that can be read in any order. The other books are written by Lesley Livingston (Super Sketchy), Ted Staunton (What Blows Up), and Kevin Sylvester (Mucus Mayhem).

RICHARD SCRIMGER has written more than twenty books for children and adults, which have received major awards and been published around the world. Some of his recent books are Zomboy, Viminy Crowe’s Comic Book, Lucky Jonah and Downside Up. Richard is also a contributor to the popular Seven series, with Ink Me, The Wolf and Me and Weirdest Day Ever! Visit him online at www.scrimger.ca.

BRITT WILSON is an Eisner and Harvey Award-nominated letterer, cartoonist and illustrator. She works on various comics and series, including the six-issue mini-series Fiona and Cake and Becky and Frank’s Capture Creatures. Her own most recent graphic novel is Ghost Queen. Visit her online at www.brittwilson.com.
What Monster?

By Liz Pichon

What’s that, Tom? A MONSTER?!

How has this scary beast escaped into Tom’s sort-of-normal world? Is it one of his doodles? Is it Delia on the rampage? Is it Mr. Fullerman at full moon?

For now it’s a secret. But all will (eventually) be revealed in this book.

So what do we actually know for sure? There will be laughs. There will be doodles. There will be all the bonkers excitement and brilliance that have launched Tom’s books to global fame.

LIZ PICHON was very keen on drawing Walt Disney characters and making stuff out of clay when she was little. Her mum said she was very good at “making a mess.” This is still true today. Liz kept on drawing and has been a freelance illustrator and writer for many years now. She has won several awards for her books. She lives with her family in Brighton, England. Visit her online at www.lizpichon.com.
Finding Cooper

By Stacey Matson

A family mystery full of humour and heart!

Twelve-year-old Cooper believes that his grandfather — who is living in a locked Alzheimer’s ward — is actually D. B. Cooper, the famous (real) skyjacker who secured a small fortune and vanished in 1971.

Cooper sets out to prove his grandfather’s true identity and uncover one of the biggest secrets in modern history. What begins as a distraction for a mystery-loving kid becomes a way of proving himself at school and maybe even trying to fix the deepening conflict in his parents’ relationship as they all try to cope with the emotional and financial strain of caring for an aging relative.

Full of human insight and humour, this is a fast-paced book with an intriguing mystery at its core. With Matson’s deft touch, it’s also a witty and touching story about family and what we find when we have to face losing those we love.

PRAISE FOR A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF A TOTAL AND COMPLETE GENIUS:

“At once funny, outrageous, thoughtful . . . Arthur’s is a voice readers won’t soon forget. Give to fans of Susin Nielsen’s Word Nerd.”

— CM: Canadian Review of Materials

STACEY MATSON is a writer with a very interesting resume that includes working as a forklift operator, fairy princess, belly dancer, Christmas tree seller and museum interpreter. She grew up in Calgary, Alberta, and now lives in Vancouver, British Columbia when she’s not travelling the world. Stacey is the author of A Year in the Life of a Total and Complete Genius and its two sequels. Visit her online at www.staceymatson.com.
One

I take the coins and am compelled to remind my buyer how things can still go wrong. I thought I was over botching up my last mind wipe, but apparently not.

“Like I said before, there are no guarantees,” I say. The corners of the square coins dig into my hand as I riffle through them, counting the amount of marks. Removing time from someone’s memory is burning down a single tree in a thick forest—sometimes there’s smoke damage to other trees nearby. “Mind wipes are tricky.”

The last time, I didn’t just wipe out a weekend as requested, but the whole week. Rudy pointed out it had more to do with the nature of the spell than my inexperience. Mostly I believe him, if only because Rudy’s not one for trying to make me feel better. Coral nods. Her name’s not really Coral—I never want to know their actual names—but it’s what I call her on account of the lipstick she wore on our first meeting, the same shade she’s wearing now. “Still, I’m just asking for one specific day to be gone,” she says. “But if you can’t do it . . .”

Annoyance flickers across her face even as her eyes stay hopeful.

The conflict comes as no surprise. It’s how most casters of leftover magic feel about casters of full magic, unable to decide if they loathe us or envy us. If they need us or hate us. We’re dangerous, forever having to hide who we are. Only one thing is certain—they can’t do what we can. Full magic.
Caster

By Elsie Chapman

An action-packed YA fantasy about a secret underground magic fighting tournament.

If the magic doesn’t kill her, the truth just might.

Aza Wu knows that real magic is dangerous and illegal. After all, casting killed her sister, Shire. As with all magic, everything comes at a price. Her sister had been casting for money to pay off Saint Willow, the gang leader that oversees her sector of Lotusland. If you want to operate a business there, you have to pay your tribute. And now with Shire dead, Aza must step in to save the legacy of Wu Teas, the teahouse that has been in her family for centuries.

When Aza comes across a secret invitation, she decides she doesn’t have much else to lose. She quickly realizes that she’s entered herself into an underground casting tournament, and the stakes couldn’t be higher. Real magic, real consequences.

As Aza’s dangerous web of lies continues to grow, she is caught between trying to find a way out and trapping herself permanently.

ELSI CHAPMAN was born and raised in western Canada and is a graduate of the University of British Columbia with a degree in English literature. Elsie currently lives in Tokyo with her family. She writes books for kids and teens. Visit her online at www.elsiechapman.com.
Upside-Down Magic #5: Weather Or Not

Get ready for more magical hijinks in the fifth book of this hilarious series — now in paperback!

When Willa’s upside-down magic rains, it pours. Clouds form under ceilings. Classrooms get flooded. Umbrellas must always be nearby, just in case Willa has an outburst.

Willa hates being the source of such sogginess. Even worse, the more she rains, the badder she feels . . . and the badder she feels, the more she rains.

All the storminess is threatening to drown her good grades and flood all her friendships. Is there any way to use magic to make the clouds disappear? Or is the storm of the century on its way?

SARAH MLYNOWSKI is the New York Times bestselling author of the Whatever After series, the Magic in Manhattan series, Gimme a Call and a bunch of other books for tweens and teens, including the Upside-Down Magic series, which she co-writes with Lauren Myracle and Emily Jenkins. Originally from Montreal, Sarah now lives in the kingdom of Manhattan with her family. Visit her online at www.sarahm.com.
Upside-Down Magic #6: The Big Shrink

By Sarah Mlynowski, Lauren Myracle, and Emily Jenkins

The Upside-Down Magic kids are back for another topsy-turvy adventure in this bestselling series!

Marigold Ramos can magically make things small - sometimes very, very small. The only problem? She can’t figure out how to make them big again.

Maybe a new tutor can help Marigold manage her magic. And maybe her magic will come in handy as she and her friends in the Upside-Down Magic class band together to protest a new rule by their principal, a super unfair rule that bans them from bringing their amazing new toy dragons to school.

But when Marigold starts shrinking her friends and the class bunny, it’s a humongous problem! It’s time to figure out how Marigold and her friends can make a big statement... without disappearing entirely!

LAUREN MYRACLE is the New York Times bestselling author of many books for young readers, including The Winnie Years, the Flower Power series and the Life of Ty series. She would like to be a Fuzzy so she could talk to unicorns and feed them berries. Visit her online at www.laurenmyracle.com.

EMILY JENKINS is the author of many chapter books, including the Toys trilogy and the Invisible Inkling series. Her picture books include Lemonade in Winter, Toys Meet Snow and The Fun Book of Scary Stuff. She would like to be a Flare and work as a pastry chef. Visit her online at www.emilyjenkins.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Upside-Down Magic #1
$7.99 PB • 978-0-545-80046-4

Upside-Down Magic #2: Sticks & Stones
$7.99 PB • 978-0-545-80050-1

Upside-Down Magic #3: Showing Off
$7.99 PB • 978-0-545-80054-9

Upside-Down Magic #4: Dragon Overnight
$7.99 PB • 978-1-338-11116-3
Power Play

By W.C. Mack

Two action-packed hockey novels in one volume!

This special edition features two middle-grade novels starring J.T. “Nugget” McDonald and his friends and foes. Contemporary readers will identify with J.T.’s struggles, both on and off the ice.

Includes Hat Trick and Line Change:

HAT TRICK
J.T. McDonald is the smallest guy on the team—but he’s not letting that interfere with his plans to rule the rink this hockey season! He is determined to play against the biggest team in the league... that is until a giant new player joins the team—and he’s a right winger too, just like J.T. When J.T. needs help bringing up his math grades, can he accept it from his biggest competition?

LINE CHANGE
J.T. McDonald is finally back on the ice with his team, doing better at math thanks to his tutor. When Coach O’Neil has a bad fall on the ice, the team is suddenly left without a coach mid-season. J.T. is thrilled when his dad steps in to lead the team—but his teammates have a harder time adjusting. Can the team get back on track before the season ends?

W.C. MACK was born in Vancouver, B.C. and now lives in Portland, Oregon. Always a Canucks fan, she has also been known to cheer for the Portland Winterhawks. Visit her online at www.wcmack.com.
Hockey Superstars: 2019-2020

By Paul Romanuk

Discover today’s greatest hockey stars!

For over thirty years kids (and their parents) have looked forward to Paul Romanuk’s annual Hockey Superstars books!

As always, this year seventeen of the NHL’s superstars are profiled, with glossy, full-page, full-colour photos, bios, previous-season stats, and pull-out interview quotes. Hockey Superstars also includes info on all the teams, fill-in pages so kids can choose and track their favourite players and predict the season, referee signals, NHL award winners and stats, and a countdown to the Cup fill-in poster!

It’s a must-have for any hockey fan heading into the next exciting season!

THE 2019–2020 EDITION FEATURES:

- Brent Burns, San Jose
- Sidney Crosby, Pittsburgh
- Max Domi, Montreal
- Marc-Andre Fleury, Vegas
- Johnny Gaudreau, Calgary
- Mark Giordano, Calgary
- Martin Jones, San Jose
- Nikita Kucherov, Tampa Bay
- Mitch Marner, Toronto
- Connor McDavid, Edmonton
- Alex Ovechkin, Washington
- David Pastrnak, Boston
- Elias Pettersson, Vancouver
- Brayden Point, Tampa Bay
- Mikko Rantanen, Colorado
- Morgan Rielly, Toronto
- Pekka Rinne, Nashville
- Mark Scheifele, Winnipeg

PAUL ROMANUK has worked his way from calling hockey games as a child in front of his television to becoming a veteran national sportscaster. His work as a reporter and magazine writer has taken him all over the world and back. Paul lives in Toronto, Ontario.
More Hockey Trivia for Kids

By Eric Zweig

The teams! The trophies! The players! The mascots! . . . and more!

Do you know about the longest-ever NHL game? The youngest NHL player to put the biscuit in the basket? The oldest Olympian? Hockey expert Eric Zweig scores with another volume of hockey facts, stories and fun.

Read about the accountant who played in the NHL for one night only — and won! — and about the viral debut of Gritty. Find out what horse poop and LED technology have in common. Get the lowdown on leagues, from where the Swamp Rabbits play to where Wayne Gretzky first played pro (hint, it’s not the NHL!).

It’s all here, plus the latest stats and records, with photos and illustrations throughout.

Eric Zweig’s love of sports and compiling facts about them started early: by the age of ten, he was already filling school notebooks with game reports and statistics. Eric has worked as a writer and producer for CBC Radio Sports and TSN Sports Radio. He is also the author of The Ultimate Book of Hockey Trivia for Kids and On This Day in Hockey. He lives in Owen Sound, Ontario. Visit him online at www.ericzweig.com.
Amazing Hockey Stories: P.K. Subban

By Lorna Schultz Nicholson
Illustrated by D.A. Bishop

An exciting, behind-the-scenes look at P.K. Subban — a superstar both on and off the ice!

From his earliest days, P.K. (short for Pernell-Karl) has been a force! He comes from a family dedicated to hard work and fun; a family not afraid to take chances. Amazing Hockey Stories traces his journey, from his time as an Atom to his time on Team Canada, when he won Olympic gold, and then all the way to the NHL and his exciting Stanley Cup runs with the Predators.

This book also highlights Subban’s commitment to important causes. His support for the Montreal Children’s Hospital and other children’s charities has made Subban a hero off the ice. Almost as legendary? His sense of humour and cutting-edge style!

In this third book in the series, author Lorna Schultz Nicholson, a bona fide lover of the game, gives young readers an up-close look at this true hockey superstar.

This series features an action-packed format combining the excitement of full-colour comic book illustration segments with lively text and lots of photographs.

LORNA SCHULTZ NICHOLSON grew up in St. Catharines, Ontario, where she played defence on the St. Catharines girls all-star hockey team (Go Jaycee Jets!) and was a member of the Canadian National Rowing Team. She is the respected author of many middle-grade and YA novels, the Puckster picture book series and several non-fiction books about hockey. Lorna lives in Edmonton, Alberta with her family. Visit her online at www.lornaschultznicholson.com.

D.A. BISHOP always wanted to make comics . . . and now he does! He was born in Montreal, grew up in Brampton and now resides in Pickering, Ontario. He has recently illustrated for the Chapterhouse series True Patriot Presents and writes and draws his own comic series, Of Stone. D.A. Bishop also enjoys oil painting and just hanging out with his wife and two kids. Visit him online at www.renerd.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Amazing Hockey Stories: Connor McDavid
$9.99 PB • 978-1-4431-5778-0

Amazing Hockey Stories: Hayley Wickenheiser
$9.99 PB • 978-1-4431-6309-5
Add Music and Stir
Music is a powerful mood changer. A finger-tapping beat, a catchy chorus, or a poppy melody, can bring a joyful vibe to any situation.
Taking up your room? Do it to the sound of your favourite hip-hop artist. Got homework? Something soothing and serene playing softly in the background might be the A+ choice.
Sharing your favourite tunes with others is also a great way to bring friends, both new and old, together. Karaoke night, anyone?
So pump up the volume and get out the headphones.
Music rocks!

Put Fun on the Calendar
Fun doesn’t just appear at your door. You have to plan for it and make it happen!
Start with a fun idea. I want to have a thanksgiving party with my three siblings. Or I wonder if I could build the world’s tallest house of cards...
Then ask yourself, If it’s doable? If the answer is yes, that’s where the calendar comes in. Sometimes never comes, but Sunday at 5 will be here before you know it.
So choose a date and mark it on your schedule — to see! Organize your supplies, and make all your arrangements now. Be the time that big day comes, you’ll be ready.

When in Doubt, Crowdsource!
Oh oh! You can’t figure out the answer to that tricky word problem or how to do the last item on your checklist. You’ve searched and searched, but you just can’t get it — that builds confidence and skill to it. But when you’re stuck and can’t find a solution to a problem on your own, a brainstorming session with pals or family members might turn up the exact answer. An extra helping hand sometimes is all you need.

Be Curious
Achieving success isn’t about having all the right answers. It’s about asking the right questions.
What is this thing that you’re curious about? Where do you start looking for information?
Curiosity is the key to unlocking the answers. What is the next step?
Don’t be afraid to ask for help. Experts don’t get to be experts by doing only one thing.

Stress Less: Tips and Tools to Help You Chill
$6.99 PB • 978-1-4431-4870-2

Don’t Stress: How to Handle Life’s Little Problems
$6.99 PB • 978-1-4431-4842-9

Also available
You Got This!
100 Tips for Being Your Stress-Free Best

By Helaine Becker

Find out how to be your stress-free best and live an awesome life!

You Got This! provides kids ages 8 and up with 100 positive suggestions for adding fun to each and every day, contributing to their own well-being, and developing the habits of successful people.

Tips include energy boosters, social skill enhancers, confidence builders, and task managers.

A perfect companion to Don’t Stress and Stress Less, this book is a reassuring reminder to kids that they have the tools to deal with all of life’s hurdles.

PRAISE FOR DON’T STRESS: HOW TO HANDLE LIFE’S LITTLE PROBLEMS:

“An excellent self-help book for children, parents, and teachers. The author’s words have a can-do attitude, empowering everyone who reads them.”
— CM: Canadian Review of Materials

“In a world where life is becoming more stressful for children, it is nice to see a collection of ideas that kids could use to help themselves feel better.”
— Resource Links

HELAINE BECKER is the author of many popular picture books, novels, and non-fiction, including Don’t Stress: How to Handle Life’s Little Problems, Stress Less: Tips and Tools to Help You Chill and the bestselling A Porcupine in a Pine Tree. Her books have won multiple awards, including the Lane Anderson Award for Science Writing for Children, the Information Book Award, the Science in Society Children’s Book Award, a Red Cedar Award and two Silver Birch Awards. She lives in Toronto, Ontario with her family. Visit her online at www.helainebecker.com.
“This book delivers pretty well everything a ghost-story-loving child could ask for...” (Haunted Canada 5)
— National Reading Campaign

“A great read for all ages and abilities and perfect for the Halloween season, Haunted Canada 6 is sure to fly off the shelves and enter into readers’ dreams (or nightmares!).” (Haunted Canada 6)
— CM: Canadian Review of Materials

“A great read for kids that love getting lost in the dark and being terrified.” (Haunted Canada 8)
— CM: Canadian Review of Materials

400,000 HAUNTED CANADA BOOKS IN PRINT!

PRAISE FOR

HAUNTED CANADA

Haunted Canada: The First Terrifying Collection
By Pat Hancock
$12.99 • 978-1-4431-6393-4

Haunted Canada 6:
More Terrifying True Stories
By Joel A. Sutherland
$8.99 • 978-1-4431-4878-8

Haunted Canada 7:
Chilling True Tales
By Joel A. Sutherland
$8.99 • 978-1-4431-4881-8

Haunted Canada 8:
More Chilling True Tales
By Joel A. Sutherland
$8.99 • 978-1-4431-4883-2

Haunted Canada 9:
Scary True Stories
By Joel A. Sutherland
$8.99 • 978-1-4431-4895-5

Haunted:
Field of Screams
$8.99 • 978-1-4431-6323-1

Haunted:
Night of the Living Dolls
$8.99 • 978-1-4431-6325-5

Haunted:
The House Next Door
$7.99 • 978-1-4431-5709-4

Haunted:
Kill Screen
$7.99 • 978-1-4431-5712-4

Summer’s End
$8.99 • 978-1-4431-3931-1

ALSO FROM JOEL A. SUTHERLAND
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HAUNTED CANADA

The Second Terrifying Collection

By Joel A. Sutherland

A creepy collection that will keep you up at night!

Abandoned hospitals, haunted hotels, supernatural sea creatures... This collection of more than 100 creepy Canadian tales from across the country is guaranteed to make your blood run cold. Moody black-and-white illustrations and photographs appear throughout to add to the eerie feel.

With its first volume published in 2002, the Haunted Canada series is now an award-winning nine-book series with over 400,000 copies in print. Kids can’t get enough of these spooky tales that allow them to learn about the eeriest corners of our country.

This collection includes books #4 to #6 of the series.

“JOEL A. SUTHERLAND IS QUICKLY BECOMING CANADA’S ANSWER TO R.L. STINE.”

— QUILL & QUIRE

JOEL A. SUTHERLAND is a mild-mannered children and youth services librarian by day, and a speculative fiction writer and editor by night. He has won two Silver Birch Non-Fiction Awards and two Hackmatack Awards for his books in the Haunted Canada series. He is also the author of the Haunted series and Summer’s End, a horror novel that was a finalist for the Red Maple Award. He lives in Courtice, Ontario, with his wife and children, and a mountain of books. Visit him online at www.joelasutherland.com.
Don’t Tell The Nazis

By Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch

Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch’s story of ultimate compassion and sacrifice based on true events during WWII — now in hardcover!

This was previously published and is currently available in paperback under the title Don’t Tell the Enemy.

The year is 1941. Krystia lives in a small Ukrainian village under the cruel — sometimes violent — occupation of the Soviets. So when the Nazis march into town to liberate them, many of Krystia’s neighbors welcome the troops with celebrations, hoping for a better life.

But conditions don’t improve as expected. Krystia’s friend Dolik and the other Jewish people in town warn that their new occupiers may only bring darker days.

The worst begins to happen when the Nazis blame the Jews for murders they didn’t commit. As the Nazis force Jews into a ghetto, Krystia does what she can to help Dolik and his family. But what they really need is a place to hide. Faced with unimaginable tyranny and cruelty, will Krystia risk everything to protect her friends and neighbours?

Don’t Tell The Nazis

In-store: December 3, 2019

$23.99 Hardcover Jacketed
Ages: 8 to 12
Middle-Grade Fiction
(F) Historical / Military & Wars
Pages: 240
Trim Size: 5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
EAN: 9-781338-31053-5
Ctn Qty: 20
Rights: Scholastic Inc.
△ Non-Strippable

MARSHA FORCHUK SKRYPUCH is the author of more than a dozen books, including Dear Canada: Prisoners in the Promised Land, Stolen Child, Making Bombs for Hitler and Underground Soldier. She has won many awards for her work and is one of Canada’s most respected authors of historical fiction for young people. Much of Marsha’s writing focuses on stories from her Ukrainian heritage, and she has been presented with the Order of Princess Olha by the President of Ukraine and named a Canadian Ukrainian Woman of Distinction. Marsha lives in Brantford, Ontario. Visit her online at www.calla.com.
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<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>This Is the Rink Where Jack Plays</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Tibo, Gilles</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Two Tough Trucks</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Upside-Down Magic #5: Weather Or Not</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Upside-Down Magic #6: The Big Shrink</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>von Innerebner, Jessika</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Wilson, Britt</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Wishinksy, Frieda</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>You Got This! 100 Tips for Being Your Stress-Free Best</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Zweig, Eric</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How to order

BY TELEPHONE
Toll Free (Anywhere in Canada) Customer Service/Order Desk 1-800-268-3848
Regular Hours of Operation
(Jan - June and late Aug - Dec): Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 6:00pm
Summer Hours 8:30 am – 4:30 pm EST
Local Calls (Toronto area only) 905-887-7323
Yukon and N.W.T. Call Collect 0-905-887-7323
To Reach a French Speaking Representative (8:30 am - 6:00 pm EST) 1-800-268-3848

BY BOOKLINK
We are a member of the Canadian Telebook Agency S188658

BY E-MAIL
Trade@scholastic.ca

BY FAX
Toll Free (Anywhere in Canada) 1-866-346-1288
Fax: 604-513-9145

Online catalogues: www.scholastic.ca/catalist
www.bookmanager.com

Note: Effective March 1, 2019, U.S. customers may order Robert Munsch books through PGW.
Visit: www.scholastic.ca/booksellers/us-munsch

Sales Representatives
BRITISH COLUMBIA, YUKON, NWT, ALBERTA
Susan Travis
Toll Free: 1-800-778-9665 Ext. 3062
Tel: 604-513-9151
Fax: 604-513-9145
stravis@scholastic.ca

EASTERN ONTARIO, QUEBEC, ATLANTIC CANADA, MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN

Cathy Robertson
Toll Free: 1-800-778-9665 Ext. 3061
Tel: 613-384-8674
Fax: 613-384-7943
crobertson@scholastic.ca

NORTHERN, CENTRAL AND WESTERN ONTARIO, TORONTO

Jennifer Hubbs 416-915-3500 Ext. 3004
jhubbs@scholastic.ca

SALES AND MARKETING

SCHOLASTIC CANADA
SALES AND MARKETING:
604 King Street West
Toronto, ON M5V 1E1
Toll Free Tel: 1-800-778-9665
Tel: 416-915-3500
Fax: 416-849-7911

VICE PRESIDENT, TRADE
Kathy Goncharenko 416-915-3517
kgoncharenko@scholastic.ca

DIRECTOR, TRADE SALES
Marla Kriske 416-915-3519
mkriske@scholastic.ca

DIRECTOR, MARKETING & PUBLICITY
Denise Anderson 416-915-3518
danderson@scholastic.ca

MANAGER, MARKETING & PUBLICITY
Nikole Kritikos 416-915-3522
nkritikos@scholastic.ca

Éditions Scholastic
VICE-PRESIDENT, FRENCH DIVISION
Chantale Lalonde 416-915-3510
clalonde@scholastic.ca

SALES MANAGER, FRENCH DIVISION
Marie-Claude Lachance 416-915-3513
mlachance2@scholastic.ca

NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER, QUÉBEC
Nathalie St-Gelais 514-244-3927
nst-Gelais@scholastic.ca

ACCOUNT MANAGER, QUÉBEC
Lise Goyette 514-462-8800
lgoyette@scholastic.ca

Customer Service
175 Hillmount Road
Markham, ON L6C 1Z7

MANAGER, CUSTOMER SERVICE
Donna Aloise 905-887-7323 Ext. 4393
daloise@scholastic.ca

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Joanne Hume 905-887-7323 Ext. 4295
jhume@scholastic.ca

Sliding discount sale
1 - 24 assorted books...............20%
25 - 149 assorted books.............40%
150 - 299 assorted books.............42%
300 - 499 assorted books.............43%
500+ assorted books...............45%

- NON-RETURNABLE DISCOUNT.....50%
- All non-returnable business with Scholastic will be considered fully non-returnable on an ongoing basis. Non-returnable accounts may not revert back to sliding scale.

Initial Order:
Order requirements to open an account:
1. $200.00 retail value minimum.
2. Completed credit application.
3. 50% payment of order’s net value must accompany order – balance is Net 30 days.
4. F.O.B. Canada.

Subsequent Orders:
Minimum order requirement for 40% discount:
1. 25 assorted books (paperback or hardcover) or $150.00 retail value.
2. F.O.B. Canada.
3. Orders which fall under this minimum will receive a 20% discount.
4. Terms are Net 30 days.

Trade return policy
1. All books must be resalable condition.
   i) no stickers or books with covers damaged by stickers.
   ii) no stampers.
   iii) no torn dust jackets or damaged covers.
   iv) no ‘out of print’ titles unless the invoice date is less than 12 (twelve) months past.
2. Only full book returns. EXCEPT where indicated by an X on the back cover. Documentation must accompany returns. Please indicate the ISBN.
3. All returns will be credited at a flat 46% unless invoice numbers accompany the return in which case the return will be credited at the original purchased discount.
4. Returns must be shipped prepaid. Collect shipments will not be accepted. Returns’ and claim number must be clearly marked on all cartons.
5. Any discrepancy found in return shipments will be credited on the basis of Scholastic’s count.
6. Returns are sent at customer’s risk. Credit will not be issued on return shipments lost in transit.
7. Returns may only be made between 3 (three) and 12 (twelve) months from the date of invoice.

8. RETURNS DEPARTMENT
175 Hillmount Road
Markham, ON L6C 1Z7

CO-OP POLICY
TERMS:
1. ALL CO-OP MUST BE PRE-APPROVED BY SCHOLASTIC. Please contact your sales representative.
2. Scholastic’s co-op program is based on 2% of an accounts previous year’s net sales (as per Scholastic’s year end, May 31). Co-op may be used for up to 50% of the cost of promotion or advertising
3. The account will be issued a credit for the agreed co-op amount when an invoice and a copy of the ad or proof of promotion are received by Scholastic. Invoices must be sent within 90 days to your sales representative.

Visit www.scholastic.ca/booksellers for ORDER FORMS and more information.

Prices subject to change.
Build your winter holiday collection!

FOR BACK TO SCHOOL!

Class Clown
$7.99 PB • 978-0-439-93594-4

Pyjama Day!
$7.99 PB • 978-1-4431-3917-5

No Help Wanted!
$16.99 POB • 978-1-4431-6360-6

Perfect
$22.99 HC • 978-0-545-82931-1

Say Something!
$21.99 HC • 978-0-545-86503-6

The Word Collector
$21.99 HC • 978-0-545-86502-9

Elements of Genius #1:
Nikki Tesla and the Ferret-Proof Death
$22.99 HC • 978-1-338-2952-1

Level 13: A Slacker Novel
$21.99 HC • 978-1-338-28620-5

The Unteachables
$21.99 HC • 978-1-4431-7016-1

PICTURE BOOKS

 Boo!
$7.99 PB • 978-0-439-96126-4

The Unscary Book
$16.99 POB • 978-1-4431-7027-7

Haunted Canada: The First Terrifying Collection
$12.99 • 978-1-4431-6393-4

Haunted Canada: The Second Terrifying Collection
$12.99 PB • 978-1-4431-7519-7

Illustrations from Perfect by Max Amato © 2019. All rights reserved.

MIDDLE GRADE

= Also available in French
Say goodnight to children all over the world, in Andrea Lynn Beck's latest bedtime storybook!

Bestselling favourites – available now!

See pages 6-7 for more information